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ABSTRACT: Computational modeling is a valuable complementary tool to assess behaviour of bottom trawl
fishing gears. A simplified model of the gear that mainly affects to the net is proposed. The model is constrained
to steady towing conditions, flat seabed and gear symmetry. Simulations proportionate a number of relevant
outcomes like distribution of tensions at the warp, balance of forces at the otterboards or spread under different
haul conditions such as depth or towing speed. Based on the above, the objective of the present study was to
describe and implement the model and thus to predict the consequences of changing some gear components.
This objective could have been fulfilled through extensive sea trials to cover all the different haul conditions of
interest. Due to the high cost of such trials we choose to use sea trials carried out at two different bottom depths
at which two different towing speeds were tested. Then we applied the computer-based simulation program to
make a preliminary comparison with experimental results collected.

1 INTRODUCTION

Bottom trawl fishing gears are complex systems
in which the different constitutive components (net,
sweeps, otterboards and warps) are intimately coupled.
Information on gear response has been tradition-
ally inferred from empirical experience, in situ data
acquisition (Henriques 1992; PREMECS-II 2006)
and scaled prototypes in flume tank experiments
(Fiorentini et al. 2004). In addition to empirical stud-
ies, a number of theoretical models of increasing
complexity have also emerged in parallel with the
development of computational capabilities. However,
attempts to model simultaneously all the components
of fishing gears are rare (software Dynamit from
IFRE-MER, Bessonneau and Marichal 1998). To date,
most modeling efforts have been addressed towards
the study of net geometries (Bessonneau and Marichal

1998; O’Neill 1999; Wan et al. 2002; Wan et al. 2002;
Priour 2003; Suzuki et al. 2003; Shimizu et al. 2004)
and net drag evaluations (Reid 1977; Galbraith 1983;
Ferro et al. 1996; Hu et al. 2001), normally for the case
of pelagic trawls.

In this paper we develop a simplified model for
bottom trawl fishing gears which requires the total net
drag and the net opening at the wing ends as input
parameters. The model predicts the configuration of
the gear solving for the equilibrium equations of the
otterboards and the system of ordinary differential
equations (ODE’s) of the warp. Simulations propor-
tionate also the distribution of tensions, otterboards
spread and attack angle as well as the balance of forces
at the otterboards under different haul conditions like
fishing depth or towing velocity.

The manuscript is arranged as follows. Firstly in
§2 we discuss the assumptions and limitations of the
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model. In §3 we derive the governing equations for
each component of the gear. In §4 we describe the
numerical implementation of the model. Finally, a
comparison between model predictions and experi-
mental data is presented in §5.

2 MODEL HYPOTHESIS

The behaviour of a real gear during a haul is likely
to be affected by multiple time-dependent and often
unpredictable factors such as, for instance, seabed
irregularities, waves or water currents. In order to sim-
plify the problem we constrain to an ideal scenario
in which the following hypothesis apply: steady state
(i.e. constant towing velocity and negligible effect of
waves and currents on the gear), flat seabed and gear
symmetry with respect to the vertical plane.

Some additional simplifications for the components
of the gear are also contemplated. Rather than the
full net geometry we consider only the horizontal net
opening and we assume a known total net drag. The
sweeps are assumed to be in a straight line. Finally,
we consider that the otterboards do neither pitch
nor heel.

3 MODEL GOVERNING EQUATIONS

The gear is towed with speed u with components: net,
sweeps, otterboards and warps. Taking into account
the model hypothesis described in section §2 it is only
necessary to derive the governing equations of the
otterboard and the warp.

3.1 Otterboard equations

In this section we derive the governing equations for
the otterboards imposing equilibrium of forces and
moments. The function of the otterboards is to spread
the gear horizontally and, simultaneously, to keep it in
contact with the seabed. In general, an otterboard has
six degrees of freedom which must be balanced under
the steady towing assumption. In order to derive the
equilibrium equations let us consider an ortonormal
frame of reference x̂o = < xo, yo, zo > attached to the
otterboard and having the origin located at the cen-
ter of pressure. This local basis is defined so that xo
points backwards (opposite direction of towing), yo
points outwards, and zo points downwards.The system
x̂o and the cartesian frame of reference x̂ are related
by x̂ = D · x̂o (or x̂o = D

−1 · x̂ = D
T · x̂) where, in gen-

eral, D results from composing a rotation of heel angle
ϕ along the xo axis, a rotation of pitch angle θ along the
yo axis, and a rotation of yaw angle � (angle of attack)
along the zo axis. However, since we constrain to the
case where the otterboard does neither heel (ϕ = 0)

nor pitch (θ = 0) the transformation matrix reduces to
a single rotation:

where � is the angle of attack.
We consider a trawl door with mass Mo, length Lo

and height Ho towed at speed u.

3.1.1 Balance of forces
Forces acting on otterboards include weight, buoyancy,
ground contact forces, hydrodynamic forces and ten-
sions exerted by the warp and the backstrop at the
attachment points. On a Cartesian frame of reference
x̂ oriented along the tow direction these forces write
as follows:

(1) Mass forces due to weight and buoyancy (FM).Act
along the vertical direction:

where Vo is the otterboard volume, ρa is the
sea water density and g stands for the gravity
acceleration.

(2) Ground contact forces (FG). We limit the model
to otterboard that touch the seabed slightly. There-
fore, the interaction with the seabed results on a
vertical component (the normal or ground reaction
force which prevents the otterboard to penetrate
the seabed) and on a friction force that acts on
the opposite direction of tow and which, as a first
approach, can be assumed to be proportional to
the normal force:

where µ is the friction coefficient and N (≥0) is the
normal force. Note that the minus sign has been
introduced for coherence with the orientation of
the z-axis.

(3) Hydrodynamic forces (FH). Relative movement
among water and otterboards generates spreading
(lift) and drag forces on the otterboards. It is well
established that these forces depend on the tow-
ing speed squared, angle of attack, and otterboard
design. In general, hydrodynamic forces are eval-
uated exper imentally in terms of the drag and lift
coefficients:
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Figure 1. Port otterboard with a twin backstrop adjustment.
Top: lateral view. Bottom: top view.

where So is the otterboard projected surface, and
CD and CL are the drag and lift coefficients
respectively. According to our sign criteria � < 0
for the port door (see Figure 1). The projection of
the hydrodynamic forces onto the vertical direc-
tion vanishes because we have assumed a zero
heel angle. Note also that the spreading and drag
coefficients depend on the angle of attack of
the otterboard. An efficient design aims to maxi-
mize the ratio CL/CD while keeping the otterboard
stable.

(4) Warp tension at the otterboard attachment (Tw).
From Figure 1 it follows that:

where Tw, �w and θw stand, respectively, for
tension, yaw and pitch angles of the warp at
the otterboard bracket. For the port otterboard
and according to our sign criteria �w > 0 and
θw > 0.

(5) Backstrop tension at the otterboard attachment
(Tb). Consider an otterboard rigged with a twin
back-strop attachment in which the lengths of both
chains are equal and have a pitch angle θb. From
Figure 1:

and

In order to have a vertical force at the backstrop attach-
ment point it is necessary to add an additional constrain
for Tu

b and Tl
b with ε defined as in Figure 1:

The balance of forces at the otterboard is obtained
by combining equations (2) to (8) and imposing
equilibrium. It yields, for each spatial component:

The above set of equations is written in a way that
highlights the effect of each contribution. Terms in the
LHS act in the positive directions whereas terms in the
RHS act in the negatives. In the x-direction, friction,
hydrodynamic drag and tensions at both backstrop
attachments oppose to movement and are balanced just
by the component of the warp tension along the tow
direction (x < 0 direction). In the y-direction hydro-
dynamic lift tends to spread the otterboards (y > 0
direction) whereas warp and backstrop attachment
components do the opposite (note that �w > 0 and
�b < 0 so that both terms have a positive sign). Finally,
in the vertical z-direction, the otterboard weight and
the upper backstrop attachment rig pull downwards
(z > 0 direction) whereas buoyancy, ground reaction,
warp tension and lower backstrop attachment rig pull
the otterboard upwards.

3.1.2 Balance of moments
In addition to the balance of forces, the equilibrium
hypothesis requires also a zero net balance of pairs.
The balance of moments is calculated with respect to
the origin of reference of the system x̂o. It follows
that the pair exerted by the hydrodynamic forces is zero
because, by definition, the resultant force acts at the
center of pressure.The model doesn’t take into account
all degrees of motion of the doors so we only impose
moment zero in two directions. Under the zero heel
hypothesis, weight and buoyancy forces do not either
produce any moment for the x and z-directions. In con-
sequence we balance moments in these two directions.
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Summarizing, the only pairs calculated are the ones
exerted by the warp and backstrop attachments:

(1) Warp moment (Mw). Let (rw)x̂o = (xw, yw, zw)T be
the position vector of the warp bracket in the x̂o
frame of reference. It follows from (1) that:

so that the moment exerted by the warp yields
Mw = D · (rw)X̂o

×Tw with Tw given by (5).
(2) Backstrop moment (Mb). Let (ru

b)x̂o = (xu
b , yu

b , zu
b)T

and (rl
b)x̂o = (xl

b, yl
b, zl

b)
T

be the position vectors of
the upper and lower backstrop attachments in the
x̂o frame of reference. Then:

and analogously for the lower component (rl
b)x̂.

The moment exheretd by the two backstrop attach-
ments yields:

with Tu
b and Tl

b given by (7). Finally, imposing
equilibrium one gets the x and z components:

Given the values of tension and yaw angle at the
backstrop attachment point (Tb, �b) and the pitch
angle of the warp at the warp-otterboard bracket (θw),
equations (9) and (13) together with the constrains
(8) constitute a system of 7 non-linear equations
for the 7 unknowns: otterboard angle of attack �,
ground reaction N , warp tension and yaw angle at the
otter-board attachment (Tw and �w), tensions at the
upper and lower chain backstrop attachments (T u

b and
T l

b), and ε angle. In fact, the non-linear system can
reduce to 5 equations with unknowns: �, Tw, �w, T u

b
and ε.

3.2 Warp equations

Consider a warp of length L and diameter D towed
from a vessel at speed u. The warp has neither stretch
nor torsion. The goal is to determine the tension T
and the coordinates of each point of the warp on the
Cartesian basis x̂ = < x, y, z >. An ortonormal set of
unit vectors x̂w = < t, n, b > is defined at each point of
the warp with t tangential to the warp, n normal to the
warp and laying in the vertical plane, and b orthogonal
to the formers (b = t × n). The orientation of this local
basis at a certain length or parameter arc s ∈ [0, L] is
given by the Euler angles �(s) and θ(s), that is, the

system x̂w and the cartesian frame of reference x̂ are
related by x̂w = R · x̂, where:

and R
−1 = R

T (R is an orthogonal matrix). In addition
to tension, forces per unit of length acting on the warp
include:

(1) Mass forces due to weight and buoyancy (FM):

or, using (14):

where ρw is the warp density and w = (ρw − ρa)
πD2g/4.

(2) Hydrodynamic forces (FH) which, in general, can
be inertial and non-inertial. Under steady towing
conditions the inertial forces vanish and, in conse-
quence, one has to consider only the non-inertial
forces along the tangential (FHt) and normal direc-
tions (FHn and FHb). Hydrodynamic resistance of
a warp is well described by the Morison’s equation
(Faltinsen 1990):

where (ut , un, ub)T are the components of the water
speed (as seen by an observer attached to the
warp), and Ct and Cn are the tangential and nor-
mal warp coefficients. It is obvious that the water
speed has the opposite sense of the vessel towing
speed (of the towing velocity u), that is:

and therefore
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Table 1. Summary of input values used from the experi-
mental data (WL450/ WL200).

Parameter Value Units

General H 70/20 m
µ 0.6 –
ρa 1026 kg/m3

Vessel Y 2 m
Warp L 450/200 m

D 0.016 m
Ct 0.02 –
Cn 1.8 –

Door Mo 280 kg
Lo 1.8 m
Ho 1.15 m
CL(30◦) 1.20 –
CD(30◦) 0.82 –

Sweep Ls 150 m

The governing equations for the warp result finally
from imposing equilibrium of forces (Chin et al. 2000):

The above constitutes a system of ODE’s. Given the
coordinates (x, y, z), the Euler angles (θ, �), and the
tension (T ) of the warp at the bracket, the system is
numerically integrated backwards along the parameter
arc s ∈ [0, L] from the door (s = L) to the vessel (s = 0).

4 MODEL IMPLEMENTATION

Model inputs are the total net drag (Tn) and the hor-
izontal net opening (HNO) at the wing ends together
with other general parameters of the gear and the haul
(see Table 1). We present the model implementation
step by step:

Step 1. Solve the equilibrium equations of the otter-
boards (9) and (13) given values for the yaw angle �b
and tension Tb at the backstrop attachment point and
for the pitch angle at the warp bracket θw. Note that �b
is also the yaw angle of the sweep and that Tb is one half
of the total net drag Tn/2 because a zero tension drop
is assumed to occur along the sweeps. The outcomes

are the attack angle � and the tension Tw and the yaw
angle ψw at the warp attachment point.

Step 2. Solve the warp ODE backwards in the inter-
val s ∈ [0, L], with initial values: T (L) = Tw, �(L) =
�w, θ(L) = θw. The final calculated values for (y, z) are
written as yship = y(0) and zship = z(0).

Step 3. The global function F(�b, θw) = (yship, zship)
is defined following steps 1 and 2.

Step 4. Find (�b, θw) such that zship equals the fish-
ing depth H and yship equals half of the warp separation
at the vessel stern, Y (i.e. ensure that the vessel lays in
the vertical plane of symmetry):

Numerical algorithms to solve steps 1 and 2
have been implemented using the open software
libraries MINPACK and ODEPACK (Hindmarsh
1983), respectively. The problem (21) is equivalent to
find a zero of a system of nonlinear functions which
is solved using MINPACK library, the jacobian is cal-
culated by a forward-difference approximation. The
initial condition is θw = arcsin(H/L) (straight warp)
and �b varying from −π/4 to 0 until convergence is
achieved.

5 RESULTS AND COMPARISON WITH DATA

A validation with experimental data is essential to
guarantee that a physical model builds on reasonable
hypothesis and that the model formulation and the
solving algorithms have been implemented properly.
As a preliminary test we use experimental data from
a set of sea trials conducted in two fishing cruises
at different periods of the year and in two different
fishing grounds of the Central Adriatic Sea normally
exploited by local fishermen. Both trips were done
in restricted areas and a more detailed description of
these trials is given in Sala et al. (2007). The first
cruise was done between 27/04/04 and 21/05/04 at
about 70 m of depth, approximately 30–35 miles far off
Ancona, while the second cruise took place between
01/09/04 and 10/09/04 in an area situated around 5
miles Northern of Ancona, at a depth of about 20 m.
A total of 34 and 20 valid hauls was carried out in the
first and second selectivity fishing cruise respectively
(PREMECS-II2006). Commercial practices were fol-
lowed with regards to the trawling speed and hauling
time. In particular the tow duration was considered
as the time between the achievement of optimal gear
opening and the moment when speed was reduced to
recover the warp. The main measured parameters were
door spread, horizontal and vertical net opening, warp
loads and net drag ahead of the wing tips. Table 1 sum-
marizes the characteristics of the gear relevant to the
model (named WL450 and WL200 the first and the
second cruise respectively). Warp lengths were paid
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Figure 2. Geometry of the gear at towing speed V = 3 kn
(WL450). (a) Top view, (b) lateral view of warp.

out in relation to the bottom depth. Danish trawl doors,
from the Italian door manufacture Grilli sas, were used.
The door drag and the respective lift coefficients are
given just for an angle of attack of approximately 30◦
at maximum lift (see Table 1). However, in order to
solve properly the equilibrium equations of the doors,
the model uses coefficients that depend on the angle
of attack (CD(�), CL(�)).

The first drawback is that we have to use different
trawl doors for which the dependency of the drag and
lift coefficients on the angle of attack is well known.
The selected otterboards are HIPSE P850 (from the
catalan manufacture MAPSA S.L.) which have simi-
lar physical characteristics (Mo = 280 kg, Lo = 1.97 m,
Ho = 1.12 m, So = 1.94 m2) and similar hydrody-
namic coefficients at maximum lift (CL(32◦) = 1.27,
CD(32◦) = 0.77).

A second drawback is that the position of the
otterboard center of pressure is unknown. As a first
approach we place the center of pressure (i.e. the origin
of x̂o) at the geometrical center of the door, a rea-
sonable hypothesis at least with respect to horizontal
components (SEAFISH et al. 1993). In this case, the
positions of the warp ((rw)x̂o) and backstrop riggings
((ru

b)x̂o , (rl
b)x̂o ) are known (private communication).

In order to set up the model it is first necessary to
characterize the net resistance Tn (N) and the horizon-
tal net opening HNO (m) for this particular gear (see
PREMECS-II 2006; Sala et al. 2007):

with g the gravity acceleration. The first simulation of
an haul with a towing speed of 3 knots and warp length
450 m (WL450) yields to the symmetric steady gear
configuration with �b = −10.39◦, θw = 1.76◦ and the
following gear performances:

– Geometry of the gear (see Figure 2).
– Horizontal door spread: 77.91 m.
– Angle of attack: 29.88◦ .
– Trawl door balance of forces and moments.

Figure 3. Horizontal door spread HDS (m) and total dragTD
(kg) as a function of towing speed V (kn). Solid line/dashed
line from results of the model and diamonds/stars from
experimental data (WL450/WL200 respectively).

– Contribution of the different components to the total
drag of the gear: net 72%, sweeps 0%, otterboards
20% and warps 8%.

– Distribution of tensions. The total resistance of the
gear yields 2821.6 kg.

The initial condition was �b = −45◦ and θw =
arcsin(70/450) ≈ 8.95◦. The angle ε is 0.18◦.

Figure 3a shows the comparison between predicted
and measured horizontal otterboard spread HDS (m)
for different towing speeds. Model predictions showed
that horizontal door spread HDS is more affected by
warp length than towing speed, as it can also be seen
in the experimental results. Discrepancies between
model results and experimental data decreased at
higher towing speed: in both hauls the averaged dif-
ference is less than 11% at 3 knots and decreased to
3% at 4 knots. These differences could be attributed
to the simplified hypothesis of the model or to the use
of different trawl doors. Figure 3b shows the compar-
ison between total drag TD (kg). It can be observed in
data as well as in model simulations how the total drag
is strongly increased with towing speed. Practically no
differences were found in drag with an averaged differ-
ence less than 10%. Moreover, discrepancies are less
pronounced at WL450 (averaged difference about 7%
at 3 knots and 5% at 4 knots).

We conclude that model gives promising results
that, nevertheless, deserve a further detailed compara-
tive study to ensure the model simulates a bottom trawl
gear properly.

6 CONCLUSION

We have developed a simplified model for bottom
trawl fishing gears. The numerical implementation
allows for an efficient and consistent coupling among
gear components. A relevant feature of the model
is that it skips a detailed simulation of the net and
hence proportionates approximate results at negligible
computational cost.
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The model proportionates a detailed analysis of the
otterboards including the horizontal opening, the angle
of attack, the tensions at the backstrop and warp attach-
ments, and the balance of forces and moments. In
addition, the tensions and the resulting geometry of
the warp are also calculated.

As a starting point we have compared the horizontal
door spread and the total gear drag with experimen-
tal data. Preliminary results of the model suggest an
agreement with general behaviour of experimental
data. The model results reacted in similar way when
the warp lenght/depth or towing speed was changed.
We found an averaged relative difference less than 11%
between model results and experimental data.Together
with the model assumptions and the use of a different
trawl door are, according to us, the principal sources
of discrepancies.

For the limited scope of the tests conducted, the
advantage of such a method of determining the
behaviour of gear seems not only confined to facil-
itating observations of qualitative design features in
the trawl net itself. But also to provide an overall
view of the total trawl system. In a more practical
sense, observation of such simplified models may pro-
vide sufficient insight into the physical interaction of
various components and performance factors to high-
light areas worthy of close attention in sea trials. The
promising results obtained with the simplified model
were generally verified at high towing speeds and
yielded better results compared to some recent flume
tank tests (i.e. Fiorentini et al. 2004), where differences
of the order of 20–25% were found.

In summary, we have shown the potential of the
model to analyze a bottom trawl fishing gear. In the
current paper the model results obtained are consid-
ered satisfactory, and we think that at present computer
simulation methods for fishing dynamics can estimate
fishing net shape configurations and loads as in detail
as flume tank tests. We are aware, however, that further
comparison with data is necessary before to extract
definitive conclusions. Furthermore, the model could
be improved taking into account all degrees of motion
of the doors and the tension of the sweeps.
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